LET DAIKIN HELP YOUR BUILDING ACHIEVE GREEN MARK STANDARD

Simple 3-Step Sign Up Process

1. Share and complete your building particulars with our representatives to arrange for site assessment with Daikin Partners

2. Daikin representatives prepare proposal and loan eligibility reports

3. Final review with client, agreement, and work commencement according to the retrofit finance program

CALL 6583 8888

DAIKIN AIRCONDITIONING (SINGAPORE) PTE LTD
10 Ang Mo Kio Industrial Park 2 Singapore 569501
Tel: 6583 8888
www.daikin.com.sg

FINANCING PROGRAM RETROFIT

for Heating, Ventilation & Air Conditioning

REPLACE OLD HVAC SYSTEM
FINANCING ENERGY EFFICIENT PROJECTS

up to 100% Financing
FAST Approval
LOW Upfront Cost!
Financing Challenges

POSSIBLE FINANCIAL CHALLENGES

CASH FLOW
Is your building maintenance costing huge cash outlay?

RETURN OF INVESTMENT
Is Daikin HVAC Retrofit Financing program ensuring your assets pay for themselves?

BUDGETING
Unsure if there is budget for an upcoming high-cost asset replacement?

IMPROVEMENT
Can Daikin HVAC Retrofit Financing program improve your asset management and save on operations costs after retrofit?

DAIKIN FINANCING BENEFITS

CONSERVATION OF CAPITAL
Your capital is available to spend in other essential areas, including supplies, research and development, personnel and training since your cash flow and credit lines are not tied up in the equipment cost.

UP TO 100% FINANCING
The financing program will cover all equipment and installation costs of turnkey projects.

BETTER FACILITY EXPENDITURE MANAGEMENT
Regular preventive maintenance including accurate forecast and management of operations costs, upkeep and downtime will result in Peace of Mind!

ONE STOP SOLUTION FOR ALL APPLICATIONS
Quick and easy process, with a single point of contact for the financing program. Green Mark consultancy, technical assistance, maintenance and repairs.

Many organizations maintain financial flexibility by using financing as a practical and cost effective method of acquiring assets needed to run their businesses.

Daikin HVAC Retrofit Financing Program offers replacements of the critical Heating Ventilation & Air Conditioning System for your building at Low Upfront Cost!

up to 50% Energy Savings with GREEN BUILDING after retrofitted with DAIKIN HVAC SYSTEM

Before retrofit
Average 1.1 KW/RT

After retrofit
Average 0.5 - 0.7 KW/RT

CHILLER PLANT Efficiency of Retrofitted Existing Buildings

Note: Buildings consist of Green Mark Gold, Gold PLUS and Platinum